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We present a new method for the approximation of Wiener integrals and provide
an explicit error bound for a class F of smooth integrands. The purely deter-
ministic algorithm is a sequence of quadrature formulas for the Wiener measure,
where the knots are piecewise linear functions. It uses ideas of Smolyak, as well as
the multiscale decomposition of the Wiener measure due to Le vy and Ciesielski.
For the class F we obtain n(=)max(1, 2=&4), where n(=) is the number of integrand
evaluations needed to guarantee an error at most = for f # F.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider path integrals I( f )=C f (x) dw(x) with respect to the
Wiener measure w on C=C[0, 1] and construct a sequence (As)s=1, 2, ... of
quadrature formulas with the error bound
sup
f # F
|I( f )&As( f )|<2&14 } n&14s . (1)
Here F is a class of smooth integrands, defined in Section 2. The formulas
As use ns knots and have the form
As( f )= :
ns
i=1
ai f (x i), (2)
where the xi are piecewise linear functions with breakpoints j2s&1 and
ai # R. If f is a constant or a continuous linear functional we obtain As( f )=
I( f ) for all s # N. The exact definition of the As can be found in Section 3.
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Using (1) and the bound ns<22s&1, we obtain the estimate n(=)
max(1, 2=&4), where =>0 is a given error bound and n(=) is the number of
evaluations needed to guarantee an error at most = for f # F. Thus, for the
class F of integrands, path integration with respect to the Wiener measure
is tractable. The question of tractability of path integration with respect to
Gaussian measures in general has been discussed in [18]. It is shown there
that path integration with respect to the Wiener measure is tractable for a
class of entire functions, if also values of the derivatives of the integrand are
admissible information. On the other hand, path integration is intractable
for the class of r times Frechet differentiable integrands, if the Gaussian
measure is supported on an infinite dimensional space. Thus the class of
integrands has to meet strong smoothness conditions to allow tractability
at all. For a brief survey of this topic see also [16].
The numerical evaluation of Wiener integrals was first studied by
Cameron in [2]. His method has been developed further by several
authors (see [4, 9]). In this approach the Wiener integrals are
approximated by (k+m)-dimensional Riemann integrals. The approxima-
tion is exact for all functional polynomials of degree 2m+1. For
arbitrary integrands that meet certain smoothness conditions the
approximation error is of order O(k&(m+1)). Since no suitable algorithms
are provided for the evaluation of the finite-dimensional integrals, this
approach does not yield quadrature formulas in the sense of (2). To over-
come this drawback, Chorin [3] and Hald [5] restrict themselves to
integrands of the form f (x)=H(10 V(x(t)) dt). If H and V meet certain
smoothness conditions, I( f ) may be approximated by a d-dimensional
integral with respect to the normal distribution, where the error is of order
O(d &2). These finite dimensional integrals can be evaluated numerically,
but no explicit error bounds are given. For the integrands under considera-
tion this approach yields quadrature formulas in the sense of (2). Plaskota,
Wasilkowski, and Woz niakowski [13] present a new algorithm for the
evaluation of FeynmanKac path integrals. Similar to Chorin and Hald
they consider integrands of the form f (x)=v(x(t)) H(t0 V(x(s)) ds), with
an entire function H and mappings v and V that meet certain smoothness
conditions. Their deterministic method converges very fast but relies on
costly precomputations. It uses the special structure of f in a sophisticated
way and therefore cannot be easily compared to As . An algorithm similar
to As has been presented without error bounds in [12], where numerical
examples are also given. Besides the well known applications of Wiener
integrals in quantum physics and chemistry, they become increasingly
important in the mathematics of finance (see [8] for a recent overview).
There, weighted finite-dimensional integrals, which result from a straight-
forward discretization of the Wiener integrals, are often evaluated using
Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte Carlo methods. The latter are used in
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[1, 10] together with the Le vyCiesielski representation to approximate
360-dimensional integrals from finance. We refer to [15, 16] for a detailed
discussion of financial applications of Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte
Carlo methods. A comparison of numerical results for As and an idealized
Monte Carlo method on simple test integrands can be found in Section 7.
2. THE CLASS F OF INTEGRANDS
We define the sequence (Sj) j=1, 2, ... of Schauder functions on [0, 1] in the
following way (see [7]). Put S1(t)=t. For n # N0 , and j # N, 2n+1 j
2n+1, let S j denote the piecewise linear function with breakpoints
& } 2&(n+1) such that
Sj (& } 2&(n+1))=2&n2&1 } $2( j&2n)&1, & , for &=0, 1, ..., 2n+1.
Note that
&Sj&1={2
&1
2&3n2&2
for j=1,
for j # [2n+1, ..., 2n+1], n # N0 .
(3)
Furthermore we define the sequence (S j) j=1, 2, ... of normalized Schauder
functions,
S j :=
Sj
&S j&1
.
Remark 2.1. For a sequence (!j) j=1, 2, ... of independent standard nor-
mally distributed random variables, the infinite sum j=1 ! jSj is the so-
called Le vyCiesielski construction. It yields a multiscale decomposition of
the Wiener measure on C=C[0, 1].
The algorithm As( f ) will be based on the approximation of d-dimen-
sional weighted integrals Rd f (
d
j=1 !jS j) \(!) d!, where the importance of
the variable !j decreases as j # N increases.
Let NC and RC be the spaces of all sequences with only finitely many
non-zero elements from N0 and R, respectively. Then, for : # NC and a
mapping g: RC  R having partial derivatives of arbitrary degree we put
|:|=:j{0 :j , and for ! # R
C
D:g(!)=
 |:|
>:j{0 
:j!j
g(!),
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as usual. We define the mapping h : RC  C, ! [ !j{0 ! jS j , and put
FLip=[ f : C  R : | f (x)& f ( y)|&x& y&1 , \x, y # C], (4)
and
F={ f # FLip : \ ‘:j{0
:j !
(2:j)!+ } &D2:( f b h )&1, \: # NC= .
In particular, for any ! # RC the functionals f # F are differentiable at h (!)
in the direction of the Schauder functions Sj .
We briefly comment on the requirements for f # F. Observe first of all
that >:j{0 :j !(2:j)!1, for all : # N
C. Besides (4), the main restriction on
f is its boundedness and the boundedness of all even derivatives. We do not
need restrictions on the odd derivatives, since the error bound of a one-
dimensional m-point GaussHermite formula only depends on the sup-
norm of the 2mth derivative of the respective function (see Lemma 5.10).
To illustrate the class F we give the following example.
Example 2.2. For the functional f : C  R, x [ cos(10 x(t) dt), we have
f # F.
Proof. For x, y # C we have
} cos \|
1
0
x(t) dt+&cos \|
1
0
y(t) dt+} }|
1
0
x(t) dt&|
1
0
y(t) dt }&x& y&1
and therefore f # FLip . We further have ( f b h )(!)=cos(10 !j{0 !jS j (t) dt),
for ! # RC. Since 10 S j (t) dt=1, it follows that
f \ :!j{0 !jS j +=cos \|
1
0
:
!j{0
!jS j (t) dt+=cos \ :!j{0 ! j + .
Therefore D2:( f b h )(!)=(&1) |:| cos(!j{0 !j) for : # N
C. This yields
&D2:( f b h )&1 and in particular (>:j{0 : j !(2:j)!) } &D
2:( f b h )&1. K
3. THE DEFINITION OF THE QUADRATURE FORMULAS
We put
m(i, j)={12(i&; j)+1
for i;j ,
for i;j+1,
(5)
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where ;1=1 and ; j=n+1, for j # [2n+1, ..., 2n+1], n # N0 . Let U(i, j) be
the GaussHermite formulas with m(i, j) # N knots, such that
U(i, j)( p)=(2?)&12 |
R
p(!) } e&!22 d!,
for all polynomials p of degree smaller than or equal to 2m(i, j)&1.
For i, j # N we define U(0, j) :=0, and 2(i, j) :=U(i, j)&U(i&1, j) . For a
motivation of the choice for the m(i, j) we refer to Remark 5.11.
For s, d # N let
Q(s, d) :=[i # Nd : |i|d+s&1] with |i|=i1+ } } } +id ,
and
N(s, d ) :=[i # Q(s, d ) : (ij=1 6 ij>;j), \j # [1, ..., d]]. (6)
For s, d # N we define the d-dimensional quadrature formulas
A(s, d) := :
i # N(s, d )
}
d
k=1
2(ik, k) . (7)
In addition, for d # N, we define the mapping hd : Rd  C by
hd (!)= :
d
j=1
!j Sj , \! # Rd. (8)
Then for s # N, the quadrature formula As is defined by
As( f )=A(s, 2s&1)( f b h2s&1). (9)
Lemma 3.1. We can also write
A(s, d)= :
i # Q(s, d )
}
d
k=1
2(ii , k) .
Proof. Obviously we have N(s, d)Q(s, d). Now, let iC # Q(s, d)"N(s, d).
Then there exists a j # [1, ..., d], with 2i Cj ; j . It follows from (5) that
m(iCj&1 , j)=m(iCj , j)=1. Therefore U(iCj&1 , j)=U (iCj , j)=U(1, j) and 2(iCj , j)=0.
Consequently we have }dk=1 2 (iCk , k)=0, for each i
C # Q(s, d )"N(s, d ). K
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Thus A(s, d ) is a straightforward generalization of the well-known
Smolyak formula  i # Q(s, d ) }dk=1 2ik . For a discussion of high dimensional
integration with the Smolyak formula, see, e.g., [11].
4. APPROXIMATION OF WIENER INTEGRALS BY
FINITE DIMENSIONAL INTEGRALS
For d # N and bounded g # C(Rd), we consider the d-dimensional
integrals
Id (g)=|
Rd
g(!) } \(!1) } } } \(!d) d!,
with \(!j)=(2?)&12 } exp(&!2j 2), for j=1, ..., d.
Theorem 4.1. For s # N, we have
sup
f # FLip
|I( f )&I2s&1( f b h2s&1)|(?16)12 } 2&s2.
The proof is based on two known lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. For x # C, d # N let Ld (x) be the piecewise linear function in
C with breakpoints jd and
(Ld b x)(0)=0, (Ld b x)( jd )=x( jd ), for j=1, ..., d. (10)
Then, for s # N and every f # FLip we have
I2s&1( f b h2s&1)=I( f b L2s&1).
Proof. Let d # N and ! # Rd. Let ld (!) denote the piecewise linear func-
tion in C with breakpoints jd and ld (!)( jd )=(!1+ } } } +!j)- d, for
j=1, ..., d, as well as ld (!)(0)=0. Then
I2s&1( f b l2s&1)=I2s&1( f b h2s&1)
for s # N and f # FLip . On the other hand, for x # C and d # N
Ld (x)=ld (z ),
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with
z1 :=- d } x \1d+ and z j :=- d } \x \
j
d+&x \
j&1
d ++
for j=2, ..., d.
The distribution of z with respect to w is a d-dimensional standard normal
distribution. Therefore, for s # N and f # FLip , we have
|
C
( f b L2s&1)(x) dw(x)=|
C
f (l2s&1(z )) dw(x)
=I2s&1( f b l2s&1)=I2s&1( f b h2s&1). K
Lemma 4.3 [14]. For Ld from (10), we have
|
C
&x&Ld (x)&1 dw(x)=(?32)12 } d &12.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.2 yields
|I( f )&I2s&1( f b h2s&1)|= } |C f (x)&( f b L2s&1)(x) dw(x) } ,
for all f # FLip . We conclude
} |C f (x)&( f b L2s&1)(x) dw(x)}|C | f (x)&( f b L2s&1)(x)| dw(x)
|
C
&x&L2s&1(x)&1 dw(x)
=
4.3
(?32)12 } (2s&1)&12=(?16)12 } 2&s2
for all f # FLip . K
5. THE ERROR BOUND
We will prove the following error bound.
Theorem 5.1. For s # N, we have supf # F |I( f )&As( f )|<2&s2.
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The proof of this inequality uses results that will be derived later in this
section.
Proof. The triangle inequality and (9) yield
|I( f )&As( f )||I( f )&I2s&1( f b h2s&1)|
+|I2s&1( f b h2s&1)&A(s, 2s&1)( f b h2s&1)|.
It has already been shown in Theorem 4.1 that
sup
f # F
|I( f )&I2s&1( f b h2s&1)|(?16)12 } 2&s2.
In Subsection 5.3 we will prove the inequality
sup
f # F
|I2s&1( f b h2s&1)&A(s, 2s&1)( f b h2s&1)|<0.53 } 2&s2
as Corollary 5.9. Together, these inequalities yield the result. K
Corollary 5.9 will be derived from an upper bound for the error of
A(s, 2s&1) on a class F2s&1 of functions of 2s&1 real variables that includes
f b h2s&1 for all f # F. For d # N, the classes Fd will be defined in Subsec-
tion 5.1. The proof of a bound for the error of A(s, d ) in Subsection 5.3 uses
an upper bound for the cardinality of N(s, d) that is proved in Subsec-
tion 5.2.
Remark 5.2. Obviously,
A(s, d )(1)=\ :
i # N(s, d )
}
d
k=1
2(ik , k)+ (1)=\}
d
k=1
U (1, k)+ (1)=1,
for s, d # N. Thus, As(1)=A(s, 2s&1)(1)=1=I(1) for all s # N. Like the
standard Monte Carlo method, As is exact for all constant functionals.
Now let C$ be the space of continuous linear functionals on C and hd as
in (8). Since the formulas A(s, d ) are symmetric in the sense, that knots !
and &! appear with the same weight, we obtain A(s, d )(l b hd)=0, for all
l # C$ and s, d # N. Thus, As(l )=0=I(l ), for all s # N. Unlike the
standard Monte Carlo method, As is exact for all continuous linear func-
tionals, too.
Since I and As are linear, the error bound from Theorem 5.1 even holds
for all integrands f C= f+l+c, with f # F, l # C$ and c # R.
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5.1. The Function Classes Fd and F1, j
For g # C(Rd) and d # N, the norm & }&(d ) is defined by
&g&(d )= sup
: # Nd0
\ ‘:j{0
:j !
(2: j)!
&S j &&2:j1 + } &D2:g& ;
for g # C(R) and j # N, the norm & } &(1, j) is defined by
&g&(1, j)= sup
k # N0
k!
(2k)!
&Sj &&2k1 } &g
(2k)& .
The sets
Fd :=[g # C(Rd) : &g&(d )1], F1, j :=[g # C(R) : &g&(1, j)1] (11)
are the respective unit balls. The norm & } &(d ) is a tensor product norm. For
g= g1  } } } gd we obtain &g&(d )=>dj=1 &gj &(1, j) .
Let d, j # N. The norms of the functionals P: C(Rd)  R and Q: C(R) 
R are defined by
&P&(d )= sup
g # Fd
|P(g)|, &Q&(1, j)= sup
g # F1, j
|Q(g)|,
respectively.
Lemma 5.3. Let f # F. Then f b hd # Fd for all d # N, where hd is defined
by (8).
Proof. By definition we have ( f b h )(!)= f (!j{0 ! jS j&S j &1), for
! # RC. According to the assumption,
1\ ‘:j{0
: j !
(2: j)!+ } &D2:( f b h )&=\ ‘:j{0
:j !
(2: j)!+ } "D2:f \ :!j{0 ! j
S j
&S j &1+"
=\ ‘:j{0
: j !
(2: j)!
&S j&&2:j1 + } "D2:f \ :!j{0 !jS j +" , for all : # N
C.
In particular, for d # N and arbitrary : # Nd0 we have
\ ‘:j{0
: j !
(2:j)!
&S j&&2:j1 + } "D2:f \ :
d
j=1
!j S j+"
=\ ‘:j{0
:j !
(2: j)!
&Sj &&2:j1 + } &D2:( f b hd)&1. K
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5.2. The Cardinality of N(s, 2s&1)
Let *N(s, d ) denote the cardinality of the set N(s, d ) from (6). We use
the abbreviations Ns :=*N(s, 2s&1) and d(s) :=2s&1. Observe, that
according to (5) we have ij=1 for i # N(s, d ) and d j>d(s).
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 5.4. For s # N we have Ns<23s2&1.
We begin with several lemmas.
Lemma 5.5. For s, d # N, d2, we have
*N(s, 1)=s, (12)
*N(s, d )=*N(s, d&1)+ :
s&;d&1
t=0
*N(t+1, d&1). (13)
Proof. Equation (12) follows from (6), observing that ;1=1. For
s, d, k # N we put
Nk(s, d) :=[i # N(s, d ) : id=k].
Then, for s, d # N
N(s, d )=N1(s, d ) _ .
s
k=;d+1
N k(s, d ),
and obviously Nk(s, d ) & N j (s, d )=<, for all k, j # N, k{ j.
It is easy to prove that *Nk(s, d )=*N(s+1&k, d&1), for d2 and
k # [1, ;d+1, ;d+2, ..., s]. Together these equalities prove (13). K
Lemma 5.6. For all s, d # N we have *N(s, d )Ns .
Proof. For d<d(s) the inequality follows from (13); for d=d(s) it is
trivial. Thus, let d>d(s)1. Then ;ds, according to (5). Observing
this, Eq. (13) yields *N(s, d )=*N(s, d&1), and by induction we get
*N(s,d )=*N(s, d(s))=Ns , for d>d(s). K
Lemma 5.7. For s # N we have
Ns+1=Ns+1+2s&1+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
*N(s+2&k, j&1).
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Proof. Observing that ;j=k&1, for j # [d(k&1)+1, ..., d(k)], we get
from (13) by induction
Ns=*N(s, d(s))=*N(s, 1)+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
:
s&k
t=0
*N(t+1, j&1),
and
Ns+1=*N(s+1, 1)+ :
s+1
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
:
s+1&k
t=0
*N(t+1, j&1),
=*N(s+1, 1)+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
:
s&k
t=0
*N(t+1, j&1),
+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
*N(s+2&k, j&1)+ :
d(s+1)
j=d(s)+1
*N(1, j&1)
=*N(s+1, 1)+Ns&*N(s, 1)
+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
*N(s+2&k, j&1)+ :
d(s+1)
j=d(s)+1
*N(1, j&1).
(14)
For d # N we have *N(1, d )=N1=1 and
:
d(s+1)
j=d(s)+1
*N(1, j&1)=d(s+1)&d(s)=2s&1.
Equation (12) yields *N(s+1, 1)&*N(s, 1)=1. Observing these equalities,
the result follows from (14). K
For s # N we conclude from Lemma 5.5 by calculating the sums, that
*N(s, 2)= 12s+ 12 s2 and *N(s, 3)= 56 s+ 16s3. (15)
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Explicit calculation yields
s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Ns 1 3 8 22 60 162 431 1133 2941 7555 19224 48514
and it is enough to prove Ns<23s2&1, for s6.
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Now let s6 and Nt<23t2&1, for ts. Then Lemma 5.7 yields
Ns+1=Ns+1+2s&1+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
*N(s+2&k, j&1)
=Ns+1+2s&1+ :
s
k=4
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
*N(s+2&k, j&1)
+*N(s, 1)+*N(s&1, 2)+*N(s&1, 3)
=
(15) Ns+1+2s&1+ :
s
k=4
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
*N(s+2&k, j&1)
+s+ 12 (s&1)+
1
2 (s&1)
2+56 (s&1)+
1
6 (s&1)
3

5.6
Ns+1+2s&1+ 116 s&1+
1
6s
3+ :
s
k=4
2k&2*N(s+2&k, d(s+2&k))
23s2&1+2s&1+ 116 s+
1
6s
3+(23s2&1&2s+12)(2&- 2)
=23(s+1)2&1(2&32+2&s2&32+2&34)&23s2&14
+ 116 s+
1
6s
3+(23s2&1&2s+12)(2&- 2).
For s6 we have
2&32+2&s2&32+2&34<1,
and
11
6 s+
1
6s
3+(23s2&1&2s+12)(2&- 2)&23s2&14<0.
Thus Ns+1<23(s+1)2&1, according to the theorem. K
It is easy to prove by induction that Ns2s&1, for all s # N.
5.3. The Error of A(s, d)
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 5.8. For s # N we have &I2s&1&A(s, 2s&1)&(2s&1)<0.53 } 2&s2.
From this theorem and Lemma 5.3 we obtain the following corollary,
which has been used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.9. For s # N we have
sup
f # F
|I2s&1( f b h2s&1)&A(s, 2s&1)( f b h2s&1)|<0.53 } 2&s2.
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The proof of Theorem 5.8 relies on several lemmas.
Lemma 5.10. We consider the one-dimensional operators U(i, j) and 2(i, j)
defined in Section 3. For i, j # N we have
2&2 for j=1, i=1,
&I1&U(i, j)& (1, j){2&3i for j=1, i2, (16)2&3i&1 for j2,
and
1 for i=1,
&2(i, j)&(1, j){2&3i (1+24) for j=1, i2, (17)2&3i (22+2&6) for j2, i2.
Proof. For i, j # N, it is known (see [6]) that
|I1(g)&U(i, j)(g)|
m(i, j) !
(2m(i, j))!
&g(2m(i, j))& , for all g # C 2m(i, j)(R).
For j, k # N and g # F1, j , we have &g(2k)&(2k)!k! } &Sj &2k1 , and there-
fore
&I1&U(i, j)&(1, j)&S j&2m(i, j)1 , for i, j # N.
Recalling (3) and (5), this yields (16). For i, j # N, where i2, we have
&2(i, j)& (1, j)=&U(i, j)&U(i&1, j) &(1, j)
&I1&U(i, j) &(1, j)+&I1&U(i&1, j)&(1, j)
&Sj&2m(i, j)1 +&S j&
2m(i&1, j)
1 .
Since &g&1, for g # F1, j , the positivity of the GaussHermite formulas
implies that
&2(1, j)&(1, j)=&U(1, j)&(1, j)1.
This yields (17). K
Remark 5.11. According to the definition (11) of the sets F(1, &) ,
the smoothness of a function g # F(1, &) increases with & # N. The error of a
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one-dimensional formula U(i, j) on F(1, &) with i, j # N fixed, decreases with
increasing & # N, with
sup
g # F(1, &)
|I1(g)&U(i, j)(g)|=&I1&U(i, j)&(1, &)&S&&2m(i, j)1  &&3m(i, j).
In (5) the numbers m(i, j) are chosen in such a way that &I1&U(i, j) &(1, j)
2&3i&1, for i, j # N, j2. Observe, that now the right hand side is inde-
pendent of j, while the numbers m(i, j) decrease for fixed i # N and increas-
ing j. In particular U(i, j) uses only one knot if j>2i&1.
In the remaining part of this section we will use the abbreviation
e(A(s, d )) :=&Id&A(s, d )& (d ) , where appropriate.
Lemma 5.12. For s, d # N we have
e(A(s, d+1))e(A(s, d))
+ :
i # N(s, d ) \ ‘
d
k=1
&2(ik, k)&(1, k)+ } &I1&U(d+s&|i| , d+1) &(1, d+1) .
Proof. We have
A(s, d)= :
i # N(s, d )
}
d
k=1
2(ik, k)
= :
i # N(s, d&1) \}
d&1
k=1
2(ik, k)+\2(1, d )+ :
d+s&1&|i|
id=;d+1
2(id , d ) + .
From (5), we have m(;d , d )=m(1, d )=1. Thus, U(;d , d )=U(1, d ) . This yields
A(s, d )= :
i # N(s, d&1) \}
d&1
k=1
2(ik, k)+U(d+s&1|i| , d ) r ,
and
Id+1&A(s, d+1)
=Id+1& :
i # N(s, d ) \}
d
k=1
2(ik, k)+U(d+s&|i| , d+1)
= :
i # N(s, d ) \}
d
k=1
2(ik, k) + (I1&U(d+s&|i|, d+1))+(Id&A(s, d ))I1 ,
where Id+1=Id I1 has been used.
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Observe, that for the operators involved we have &}dj=1 Pj &(d )=
>dj=1&Pj&(1, j) . Using this and the triangle inequality we obtain
e(A(s, d+1)) :
i # N(s, d) \ ‘
d
k=1
&2(ik , k)&(1, k)+ } &I1&U(d+s&|i| , d+1) &(1, d+1)
+ e(A(s, d )) } &I1&(1, d+1) .
Since &I1&(1, d+1)=1, the result follows. K
Lemma 5.13. Using Lemma 5.12 and a proof by induction, we obtain
e(A(s, d ))e(A(s, 1))
+ :
d&1
j=1
:
i # N(s, j) \ ‘
j
k=1
&2(ik, k) &(1, k)+ } &I1&U( j+s&|i| , j+1) &(1, j+1) ,
for s, d # N.
Lemma 5.14. For s, d # N we have
:
i # N(s, d ) \ ‘
d
k=1
&2(ik, k) &(1, k) + } &I1&U(d+s&|i| , d+1) &(1, d+1)<1.06 } 2&3s2.
Proof. Let g(i)=*[1 jd : ij {1]. Then, using (16) and (17), we
get
:
i # N(s, d ) \ ‘
d
k=1
&2(ik, k) &(1, k) + } &I1&U(d+s&|i|, d+1) &(1, d+1)
 :
i # N(s, d )
1d& g(i)(1+24)(22+2&6) g(i)&1 2&3(|i| &d+ g(i))2&3(d+s&|i| )&1
= :
i # N(s, d )
17(22+2&6)&1 (2&1+2&9) g(i) 23g(i)2&3g(i)2&3s&1
<*N(s, d ) } 2.12 } 2&3s.
Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.4 yield *N(s, d )Ns<23s2&1. This completes
the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 5.8. We have A(1, 1)=U(1, 1) and &I1&A(1, 1)&(1)
2&2, according to (16). Since 2&2<0.53 } 2&12, the result is true for s=1.
For s2 we have e(A(s, 1))2&3s, according to (16). With Lemma 5.13
and Lemma 5.14 we conclude
e(A(s, 2s&1))<2&3s+(2s&1&1) } 1.06 } 2&3s20.53 } 2&s2. K
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In [17], Wasilkowski and Woz niakowski consider a setting, where
inequalities similar to (16) and (17) hold, but neither the formulas Ui nor
the norm depend on the coordinate.
6. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF KNOTS
The formulas A(s, d ) from (7) use function values at the elements of a
grid H(s, d )/Rd. Thus, *H(s, d ) denotes the number of knots of A(s, d ).
Due to (9), we have ns=*H(s, 2s&1).
Theorem 6.1. For s # N we have ns<22s&1.
With this bound for ns , the main result (1) immediately follows from
Theorem 5.1. We state without the obvious proof:
Theorem 6.2. For s # N we have supf # F |I( f )&As( f )|<2&14 } n&14s .
According to Lemma 3.1 we have A(s, d )=i # Q(s, d ) }dk=1 2(ik, k) . It is a
trivial generalization of Lemma 1 in [17] that A(s, d ) can be written in the
form
A(s, d )= :
i # P(s, d)
(&1)d+s&1&|i| \ d&1d+s&1&|i|+ }
d
k=1
U(ik , k) , (18)
where P(s, d)=[i # Nd : s|i|d+s&1]. Thus, we have
H(s, d )= .
i # P(s, d )
(X i11 _ } } } _X
id
d ),
where X ij /R denotes the set of points used by U(i, j) .
For s, d # N let
H(s, d ) := .
i # Q(s, d )
(X i11 _ } } } _X
id
d ),
and n(s, d) :=*H(s, d). Observe that n(s, d)=*(st=1 H(t, d)). Obviously,
for s, d # N we have H(s, d )H(s, d ), where equality holds if sd. In
particular we have ns=n(s, 2s&1), for all s # N.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 relies on several lemmas.
Lemma 6.3. For s, d # N, d2 we have
n(1, 1)=1, (19)
n(s+1, 1)=n(s, 1)+2s=s2+s+1, (20)
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and
n(s, d )=n(s, d&1)+ :
s&;d&1
t=0
(n(t+1, d&1) } 2(s&t&;d)). (21)
Proof. Equation (19) is trivial. Since the U(i, j) are GaussHermite for-
mulas, the X ij are point sets with m(i, j) elements in R, which are symmetric
with respect to the origin. According to (5) the numbers m(i, j) are always
odd, and thus [0] # X ij , for all i, j # N. For i1 , i2 , j # N with i1 {i2 we
either have m(i1 , j)=m(i2 , j)=1 or m(i1 , j) {m (i2 , j) . Therefore
X i1j & X
i2
j =[0], for all i1 , i2 , j # N with i1 {i2 . (22)
Obviously H(s+1, 1)=H(s, 1) _ X s+11 . Observing (22) we get
*(H(s, 1) & X s+11 )=1,
and thus
n(s+1, 1)=*H(s+1, 1)=*H(s, 1)+X s+11 &1=n(s, 1)+2s.
This is the first equality in (20); the second follows by induction.
Now let d # N, d2, for the rest of this proof.
For s, t # N, where st, we have H(s, d )H(t, d), and thus
H(s, d ) & H(t, d )=H(s, d ), for all s, t # N with st. (23)
For k, s # N, we put
Mk(s, d ) :=[i # Q(s, d ) : id=k], Hk(s, d ) := .
i # Mk(s, d )
(X i11 _ } } } _X
id
d ).
Thereby H(s, d )=sk=1 H
k(s, d ). From (22) and (23), we have
Hk(s, d ) & H j (s, d )=H1(s+1&k, d ),
for all s, j, k # N with j<k. (24)
Observe that
Hk(s, d )=H(s+1&k, d&1) } m (k, d ) for all s, d, k # N. (25)
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We conclude that
n(s, d )= :
s
k=1
*Hk(s, d )& :
s
l=2
* \Hl(s, d ) & .
l&1
k=1
Hk(s, d )+
=
(24) :
s
k=1
*H k(s, d )& :
s
l=2
*H1(s+1&l, d )
=
(25) :
s
k=1
*H(s+1&k, d&1) } m(k, d )& :
s
l=2
*H(s+1&l, d&1)
=
(5) *H(s, d&1)+ :
s
k=;d+1
*H(s+1&k, d&1) } 2(k&;d)
=n(s, d&1)+ :
s&;d&1
t=0
n(t+1, d&1) } 2(s&t&;d). K
Lemma 6.4. By analogy with Lemma 5.6 we have n(s, d )n(s, 2s&1)=
ns , for all s, d # N.
Lemma 6.5. For s # N we have
ns+1=2ns&s2+s&1+2 :
s+1
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
n(s+2&k, j&1).
Proof. By induction, (21) yields
ns=n(s, 2s&1)=n(s, 1)+ :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
:
s&k
t=0
n(t+1, j&1) } 2(s&k+1&t),
and
ns+1=n(s+1, 1)+ :
s+1
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
:
s+1&k
t=0
n(t+1, j&1) } 2(s&k+2&t)
=n(s+1, 1)+2 :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
:
s&k
t=0
n(t+1, j&1) } 2(s&k+1&t)
+ :
s+1
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
n(s+2&k, j&1) } 2
=n(s+1, 1)+2ns&2n(s, 1)+2 :
s+1
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
n(s+2&k, j&1).
The equality n(s+1, 1)&2n(s, 1)=&s2+s&1 completes the proof. K
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. Explicit calculation yields
s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ns 1 5 21 81 297 1045 3549 11721 37825 119677 372133 1139521
and it is enough to prove ns<22s&1 for s6. Using Lemma 6.3 we obtain
for s # N by explicitly calculating the sums
n(s, 1)=s2&s+1,
n(s, 2)= 16s
4& 13s
3+ 116 s
2& 53s+1,
n(s, 3)= 190s
6& 110s
5+ 79 s
4& 52 s
3+ 55990 s
2& 325 s+3.
These values are used in the following. Now let s6 and nt22t&1, for
ts. Then, Lemma 6.5 yields
ns+1=2ns&s2+s&1
+2 :
s
k=2
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
n(s+2&k, j&1)+2(d(s+1)&d(s))
=2ns&s2+s&1+2n(s, 1)+2n(s&1, 2)
+2n(s&1, 3)+2 :
s
k=4
:
d(k)
j=d(k&1)+1
n(s+2&k, j&1)+2s

6.4
2 } 22s&1+ 145s
6& 15s
5+ 179 s
4& 173 s
3+ 76945 s
2& 22715 s+9
+2 :
s
k=4
2k&222(s+2&k)&1+2s
=22s+ 145s
6& 15s
5+ 179 s
4& 173 s
3+ 76945 s
2& 22715 s+9+2
2s&1&3 } 2s
=22(s+1)&1(2&1+2&2+25 } 2&s&1)&25 } 2s
+ 145 s
6& 15s
5+ 179 s
4& 173 s
3+ 76945 s
2& 22715 s+9&3 } 2
s.
For s6 we have 2&1+2&2+25 } 2&s&11, and
1
45s
6& 15 s
5+ 179 s
4& 173 s
3+ 76945 s
2& 22715 s+9&35 } 2
s<0.
Thus ns<22(s+1)&1, according to the theorem. K
It is easy to prove by induction that ns2s+1&3.
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7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We have implemented the method As using the representation (18) for
A(s, d) and performed tests on different integrands. The implementation
ensures that the integrand is only evaluated once at each sample path. For
1s9 the overall weight corresponding to each of the ns sample paths
of As was precomputed with high precision (using Maple) and stored in a
file. Thereby both accuracy and speed of the program were increased. In
the first nine levels s of accuracy, As uses the following numbers of sample
paths.
s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Ns 1 5 21 81 297 1045 3549 11721 37825
We present the numerical results for 2s9 for four simple integrands
which allow closed-form solutions. The following figures show the accuracy
(number of correct digits) of As , defined as the negative logarithm (to the
basis 10) of the relative error. This accuracy is plotted against the
logarithm of the number ns of sample paths. For comparison, the results of
an idealized Monte Carlo method, i.e., &log10 (- Var( f )n), where
Var( f )=I( f 2)&(I( f ))2 denotes the variance of the integrand f, is also
plotted as a thin solid line.
Figure 1 shows the results for the integrand f1 : x [ cos(10 x(t) dt) from
Example 2.2, where I( f1)=exp(&16) and Var( f1)r0.040. Figure 2
shows the results for the less smooth integrand f2: x [ cos(4 10 x(t) dt),
where I( f2)=exp(&83) and Var( f2)r0.50. Figures 3 and 4 show the
FIG. 1. cos(10 x(t) dt)
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FIG. 2. cos(4 10 x(t) dt)
results for f3 : x [ exp(10 x(t) dt) and f4 : x [ exp(4 
1
0 x(t) dt), where
I( f3)=exp(16), Var( f3)r0.55, I( f4)=exp(83), and Var( f4)r43000.
Although each of the integrals I( f1), ..., I( f4) can be transformed to a
one-dimensional integral, these examples illustrate some of the properties
of As . On the very smooth integrand f1 # F, the new algorithm As clearly
outperforms the (idealized) Monte Carlo method. Besides the higher
accuracy of As we obtain an empirical rate of convergence of 1.16 (in con-
trast to 0.5 for the Monte Carlo method). A comparison of the four results
reveals that, unlike the Monte Carlo method the performance of As does
not only depend on the variance of the integrand. While Var( f2) and
Var( f3) are almost equal, As is clearly better than Monte Carlo on f3 , but
merely comparable to Monte Carlo on f2 . On the integrand f4 with its high
variance, the Monte Carlo method is even with more than 37.000 evalua-
tions of f far from the correct result, while As yields an error of less than
FIG. 3. exp(10 x(t) dt)
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FIG. 4. exp(4 10 x(t) dt)
1.50 with only 1,045 evaluations. By a least-square fit we obtained 1.00,
1.04 and 0.73 for the empirical rate of convergence of the new method on
f2 , f3 , and f4 , respectively.
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